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Unveiling of revitalized building at Tudor Place 

 

WASHINGTON, DC – Tudor Place Historic House & Garden will be unveiling the revitalized mower house 

with a ribbon-cutting ceremony on Friday, April 12. The celebration recognizes improvements made to 

this service building, including space and utility upgrades to increase grounds work efficiency and 

support sustainability efforts.  As part of the ribbon-cutting ceremony, artifacts related to long-time 

gardener, John Luckett, who worked at the site for forty-four years from 1862 to 1906, will be on 

display.  The life and work of John Luckett is also on view to visitors during the Ancestral Spaces: People 

of African Descendant of Tudor Place, a special installation and guided tour.  

The Mower House, located on the South Lawn, provides extra space for garden tools and equipment. 

The revitalization includes the addition of a natural gas generator to provide backup power for systems 

throughout the site. This renovation is a key part of Tudor Place’s Master Preservation Plan. The Plan 

provides a blueprint for the preservation of the landmark architecture, the conservation of 

extraordinary collections and the care of heritage landscapes, while supporting the organization’s 

educational mission and enhancing the experience of visitors. 

The project was funded through support from the DC Commission of the Arts & Humanities. Plans for 

the project were developed by a design team led by Hartman-Cox Architects. The general contractor for 

the Mower House was The Whiting-Turner Contracting Company. Renovation began in October 2023.  

ABOUT TUDOR PLACE:  Tudor Place preserves the stories of six generations of descendants of Martha 

Washington, and the enslaved and free people who lived and worked here for two centuries. By 

examining their legacy, we challenge ourselves and our visitors to celebrate the triumphs and to 

confront the complexities of the past. Open Tuesday – Sunday for guided tours of the historic house and 

self-guided garden visits. www.tudorplace.org. 
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